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Semidiscrete and Single Step Fully Discrete

Approximations for Second Order Hyperbolic

Equations With Time-Dependent Coefficients

By Laurence A. Bales

Abstract. L2 norm error estimates are proved for finite element approximations to the

solutions of initial boundary value problems for second order hyperbolic partial differential

equations with time-dependent coefficients. Optimal order rates of convergence are shown for

semidiscrete and single step fully discrete schemes using specially constructed initial data. The

initial data are designed so that the data used for the fully discrete equation is reasonable to

compute and so that the optimal order estimates can be proved.

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall consider the approximate solution of the

initial boundary value problem

N T        / <\ \

utl=-L(t)u=   £    -z-r\ajk(x,t)^-r\-a0(x,t)u   infix(0, t] ,
j, k ~ 1       J' ' * '

/jjj u(x,t) = 0 on3ßx(0, t],

u(x,0) - u°(x)     inn,

ut(x,0) = h,°(x)    infi.

Here fi is a bounded domain in R^ with sufficiently smooth boundary 9ß, ajk(x, t)

and a0(x, t) are sufficiently smooth real-valued functions, the matrix (ajk) is

symmetric and uniformly positive definite and a0 is nonnegative on ß.

For s ^ 0, Hs(ti) = Hs will denote the Sobolev space of real-valued functions on

fi. The norm on Hs is denoted by || ■ ||s. The inner product on L2(fi) = L2 = H° is

denoted by (•, •) and the associated norm by || ■ ||. Hi denotes the subspace of

functions in H1 that vanish (in the sense of trace) on 3S2.

L(t) is a smooth family of unbounded self adjoint operators on L? with domain

DL = H2 Pi Hi and a smooth family of bounded operators from H'+2 n DL to H1,

for / > 0. LU)(t) = (d/dt)jL(t) is calculated by differentiating the coefficients of

L(t) with respect to time.

The solution operator T(t): L? -» DL of the elliptic problem (w = Tf)

Lw = /   inñ,       w = 0   on 3ñ,

satisfies the equation

(1.2) a(T(t)f,v) = (f,v)   foralltfGffo1,
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for given/ e L2, where a( •, ■ ) is the bilinear form

(1.3)       «♦■♦>-i(>£1*!£i&+««*)*

for <|>, \p e H1. For / > 0, T(i) is a smooth family of bounded operators from H' to

7/'+2 n DL. For m > 0, the bilinear form aim)( •, • ) is defined as

îor<p,^ e i/1.

Section 2 contains two regularity theorems for the solution of (1.1).

In Section 3, the approximate solution operator Th (defined using a Galerkin finite

element method on subspaces of piecewise polynomials of degree r — 1) is intro-

duced and is used to define the semidiscrete approximation uh(t). For integer/ > 0,

the following estimate is proved.

sup   \\{u^(t)-u[J\t))\\
0<r«ST

(15) ^Chr(\\uQ\\J+r+l+\\u% + r)

+ C t (||r^(0)(MO + i»(0) _ „j^>(0))|| + |«W(0) - «p(o)|).
;-o

Here u(j)(t) and u[j)(t), for y = 0,...,/, denote theyth time derivative of u(t) and

uh(t), respectively.

In Section 4, a single step fully discrete approximation W" to uh(nk), where k

denotes the discrete time step, is defined. These schemes are based on a class of

methods for approximately solving stiff ordinary differential equations. Methods of

order v are considered, where 1 < v < 4. The fourth order method corresponds to

the 2-2 rational Padé approximation to the exponential when it is applied to

equations with time-independent coefficients. Only unconditionally stable (e.g., bi-

stable methods) are considered. The following fully discrete error estimate is proved:

k(r)-»n1<œZ(||r^(o)uo^)(o)| + |Mp(o)||)

(1.6) J-

+ C\\\Q0{Uh(0)-W°)\l,

where N = r/k and lllo0(i/A(0) - W^HIo measures the error in the initial data of

the fully discrete problem.

In Section 5, special operators are constructed and are used to define the initial

data Uh(0) for the semidiscrete problem. Uh(0) never has to be computed since it is

close to a special choice of the initial data W° (which is reasonable to compute) for

the fully discrete problem. The proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are contained in

Section 8 which appears in the supplements section of this issue.

In Section 6, the results of Sections 3, 4 and 5 are combined in order to derive the

L2 error estimates. The special definitions of Uh(0) and IVo imply appropriate

bounds for the terms after the inequalities in (1.5) and (1.6). In other words, optimal
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order error estimates for the initial data of the semidiscrete and fully discrete

problems and bounds for time derivatives of the solution of the semidiscrete

equation are obtained. Therefore, the triangle inequality and (1.5) and (1.6) imply

the optimal I? estimate

(1.7) ||u(t) - W?\ < C(hr + k>)(\\u°\\P + KlU)'

for a certain integer/?.

There is an extensive literature concerned with the error analysis of the methods

mentioned above for linear parabolic equations and second order linear hyperbolic

equations. Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and Wahlbin [6] analyzed semidiscrete ap-

proximations for parabolic equations with time-independent coefficients and Baker,

Bramble, and Thomée [3] analyzed single step fully discrete approximations. Zlámal

[22] analyzed fully discrete approximations based on linear multi-step methods.

Sammon in [20] and [21], Bramble and Sammon [5] and Mingyou and Thomée [19]

analyzed approximations for parabolic equations with time-dependent coefficients.

For second order hyperbolic equations with time-independent coefficients Baker

and Bramble [2] analyzed semidiscrete and single step fully discrete approximations.

Baker, Dougalis and Serbin [4] analyzed fully discrete approximations based on

two-step schemes. Two-step schemes producing second order accuracy were also

studied by Baker [1] and Dupont [11]. In addition, for high order single step

methods, see Crouzeix [7] and Gekeler [13], and for multi-step methods, see Dougalis

[8] and Gekeler [12].

Some of the techniques and results in this work are similar to those in Bramble

and Sammon [5], Sammon [20], [21], where parabolic equations with time-dependent

coefficients were analyzed. The analysis here for the hyperbolic equation (1.1)

involves noncommutative skew-symmetric operators (the analogous operators in the

parabolic case are selfadjoint and positive definite) and special time-dependent inner

products.

Throughout this work C (sometimes used with a subscript) will denote a general

positive constant which is not necessarily the same in any two places.

2. Regularity. This section contains two regularity theorems for the solution u of

(1.1) in L2-based Sobolev spaces. Theorem 2.1 concerns time derivatives of u and

Theorem 2.2 includes estimates for mixed (time and space) derivatives of u.

Let C°([0, t]; H) be the space of continuous functions from [0, t] to the Hilbert

space H with the norm

||/||cO([0,t];//) =     SUp     ||/(í)|U<   +CO.
re[0,r]

For integer i > 0 let u0) denote the zth time derivative of u. Also, define

u0 = u°,

u, = m?,   and

(2-1) ,-2/.    _.
";= E        .]L«-2-»(Ö)uj   fori>2.

;=o\   ^    '
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m, is defined to correspond to the ith time derivative of u at t = 0 and for / > 2 is

obtained by formally differentiating the equation u„ = -Lu i - 2 times. Note that

for /' > 2

(2.2) INN C(||«1, 4j«?|||._1)    and    fo.^ < c(\\u% + |«,°|,-i)-

Theorem 2.1. Lei / te a nonnegative integer. If

(2.3) m, g Z)L   /wy = 0./'   and   ui+1 g h£,

then there is a unique function u such that, for t g [0, t], u(t) g H¿ and

(utt,4>) + a(u,<l>) = 0   forall<f> <E Hi,

(2.4) M(0) = h°   in Hi,   and

u,(0) = u°   inL2.

Furthermore,

||"<')|k°([0,T];Di.) + ||m(' + 1)||c0([0,t];//1) + ||m°' + 2)||c0([0,t];Z.2)

(2'5) <c(\\u%+2+\\u%+l)

and

(2.6) h<' + 2> + Lu(,) + £ ( ')z/'-'V» = 0   w C°([0, t]; L2).
j = C,\J I

Proof. Notice that (2.3) implies that ui+2 g I2. From Gilardi [14] the solution of

(2.4) exists and is unique and

(+1 /i+l i+2 \

(2.7) ||«(/+2>||C0([0,T];^) +   £  l|«(y)||c0aO,r];Hj) < C     £  {¡U^ +   £  ||llj   .

y=o \y=o i=o      /

Let d> g Hq. Differentiating the equation

(M<2)(í),<f>) + «("(0,<í>) = 0

k times gives

(2.8) («<*+2>(0, *) + «(«(«(0, *) + kY,[%(k-j){uU\t), <¡>) = 0.

The remaining parts of the theorem are proved by induction on k. For k = 0 we

have

(«<2)(í),<í>)+ «("('), <í>) = 0.

Since u(2)(t) e L2, by elliptic regularity

u(t)<=DL   and   w(2)(f) + L(t)u(t) = 0.

Furthermore,

C||«(f + A) - ii(i)||2 <||L(/ + *)(«(/ + h) - u(t))\\

<||L(/ + A)ii(/ + A) - L(r)«(/)|| + ||L(/)m(í) - L(t + h)u(t)\\

^||m<2>(í + A)-«<2>(í)||+CA|H/)||2.
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Since u(2) e C°([0, t]; L2) and u(t) g Dl, it follows that u g C°([0, t]; Dl) and

II"IIc»([o,t];d,) < CUm^IIco^^,.^). Now assume

7+2

||«('/)||c0([o,t];d/j < C £ ||«(,')||c0([o,t];l2)   for/ = 0,...,k - 1 and A: < i.

p = 0

Integrating by parts in (2.8) gives

(«<*+2>(0,*) + fl(«(t)(0.*) + *£ fk.)(L^u^(t),<p) = o.
7 = 0 ^

An argument similar to the one given above for k = 0 gives

«<*+2>(0 + ¿«w(0 + £ (*U<*-;>(0«0)(') = o
7 = 0 \^ '

and m(/0 G C°([0, t]; Dl). Also,

//< + 2 \

(2.9) \\u(k)\\cO(ÍO,r];DL) < C     £   ||mO)|¡C°([0,t];L>)   .

w-o /

Combining (2.2), (2.7) and (2.9) proves the theorem.

The following technical lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Lemma 2.1. For integers p > 1 and I > 0, the operator

p-i

7-0

is a bounded operator from Hl to Hl+2 n //¿.

Proof. Since

p-\

\\T(p)f\\,+2 < c £ ||rL^-^r<^||/+2
7-0

<cE1||L<'-»rw/||/<c'¿1||rü)/8/+2,
7=0 7-0

and Tis a bounded operator from H1 to 7V/+2 n //J, the result follows by induction.

We can now prove

Theorem 2.2. For integers p > 0 and m > 1, the solution u of (1.1) satisfies the

following estimates for t g [0, t]:

p + 2m

(2.11) ||«w(/)||2m < c £ |«<;>(0||,
7=2

p+2m—1

(2.12) ||"(' + 1)(0||2m-i < C     £     |«W(0|i.
7=1

/'roo/. Equation (1.1) can be written m = -7w„, so that

p

(2.10) t(p) = - £ i^W^'r0

„</» -£ Ip.\t<'-»uU+t>.
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Therefore,

(2.13) ||«w||2W<c£||r^')«^+2>||2m.

7 = 0

Lemma 2.1 and (2.13) imply that

(2.14) ||«<»||2m < C £ ||^+2)|k-2 = C "f \\u^\\2m-2.
7=0 7=2

(2.11) follows from (2.14) by induction. The proof of (2.12) is similar.

Note that Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 imply that if Uj g Dl for/ = 0,1,...,

p + m - 2 and up+m_1 g //¿, where p > 0 and m ^ 0 are integers such that

p + m > 2, then for t G [0, t]

(2.15) |«W(0|-<c(|i«V-.+I»rV-i)-

3. Semidiscrete Approximations. The solution operator T of the associated elliptic

boundary value problem which is defined by

a(Tf, v) = (f, v)    for all o g #¿, for given/ g L2,

satisfies

TL = /   onDL       and       LT = I   onL2.

Let 0 < h < 1 be a parameter, and {5'A}0<A<1 a family of finite dimensional

subspaces of L2. We shall assume that we are given a corresponding family of

operators Th: L2 -> Sh which approximates Land has the following properties:

(i) Th is selfadjoint, positive semidefinite on L2, and positive definite on Sh.

(ii) There is a positive integer r > 2, such that for integer / > 0, there exists a

constant C(/) with

(3.1) l{TU>-H»)fl*CU)hWl.-i
for all/g íP-2, 2 ^ 5 < r, and where TU) and 7),0) denote the/th time derivative

of T and Th, respectively.

(iii) On Sh define Lh(t) = (Th(t))'1 and 4^(0 = dkLh(t)/dtk. For integer

k ^ 0, there exists a constant C = C(/t), which is independent of A, such that for

t, s G [0, t]

(3.2) \{L[k)(t)<t>,4>)\^C(k)(Lh(s)<i>,<¡>)    forall<#,G <>„.

An example of a family of operators satisfying these assumptions is given by the

following: Suppose that Sh c Hi so that elements of Sh vanish on 9ß. Assume

further that Sh has the approximation property

inf {\\w - x|| + A||w - xlli} < cAivt'll.s   for 1 < s < r.
x^s„

The operators Th: L2 -» Sh are defined by

(3.3) a(TJ,X) = (f,x)   for all x g 5A, for given/g L2.

With Th defined by (3.3) it follows that

(Lh<¡>,xl>) = a(<¡>,t)    forain, i//G5A.
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For more details and other examples see Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and Wahlbin

[6], Baker and Bramble [2], Mingyou and Thomée [19], Sammon [21], and Section 7.

The hyperbolic problem (1.1) can be written

Tu„ + u = 0,   w(0) = u°,   u,(0) = w,°.

The semidiscrete approximation for the solution u is defined as the mapping uh:

[0, t] -* Sh satisfying

.     v Th(uh)„ + uh = 0,   0<?<t,

('j uh(0) = v\       (uh)t(0) = v?,

where v° and v° are elements of Sh which will be chosen to be close to u° and w°.

This section contains two theorems about time derivatives of uh. Theorem 3.1 is a

bound for time derivatives of uh(t) in terms of time derivatives at t = 0. Theorem

3.2 is a bound for time derivatives of u(t) - uh(t) in terms of its time derivatives at

t = 0 and truncation error. The bounds derived for time derivatives of u(t) - uh(t)

are used with a special choice of the initial data uh(0) and (wÄ),(0). In Section 6, we

will show how this special choice for the initial data for the semidiscrete equation fits

perfectly into the analysis of the fully discrete approximation. These two theorems

concerning bounds for time derivatives of uh are proved using energy methods.

Differentiation of (3.4) yields terms containing time derivatives of Th. In order to

bound these terms in the energy estimates we prove a technical lemma. Since

ThLh = LJh = IonSh,ÍOTk>0

(3-5) ^ThLh) = í^y^W = 0,

and

(3.6) ^-k(LhTh)=ii[kj.yrj)nj)=o.

Similar equations are valid (on the appropriate function spaces) if Th and Lh are

replaced by T and L, respectively. Since Th and Lh are positive definite on Sh, T¿/2

and L\/2 exist and are positive definite on Sh. We note that (3.3) implies that

ThP = Th, where P is the orthogonal projection in L2 from L2 to Sh.

Lemma 3.1. Let k ^ 0 be an integer and s, t g [0, t]. Then for all <p g Sh, there

exists a constant C which is independent of h such that

(3-7) \\T^(s)L^(t)Ty2(s)4^C\\4
and

(3-8) \\LY2(s)Tr(t)LY2(s)4^C\\<P\\.

Proof. L[k)(t) is symmetric and we begin the proof by showing that T¡¡k)(t) is

symmetric. Since Lh(t)Th(t) = I and Th(t)Lh(t) = I,

(3.9) nkKt)--L{))Th(t)i#-Ht)ii>>{t)
7 = 0 W '

and

(3.10) nk\t) = - £ (k.)nk->(t)L«\t)Th(t).
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Therefore,

(T^(t))* =-Z l))(T^(t))*Lik-^t)Th(0
7=0\J '

1=1

By induction these formulae imply that T/¡k)(t) is symmetric.

Now, if A is a symmetric operator on a finite dimensional subspace of L2 (e.g., Sh),

then

(3.11) |MNsupM = supK^M.

Since the operators in (3.7) and (3.8) are symmetric, (3.7) and (3.8) are equivalent to

(3.12) \{ThV2(s)LP(t)Ty2(s)4>, *)\ < C(<¡>, <f>)

and

(3.13) \(LY2(s)T^(t)LY2(s)4>,<i>)\<C((p,<l>)    forall^GS,.

From (3.2),

|(4*>(/)*,*)|<C(LA(j)*,*)    forall^G5,.

(3.12) follows with the choice i// = T¿/2(s)<t>.

(3.13) is proved by induction on k, starting with k = 0. From (3.12) we know that

(Ty2(t)Lh(s)Th^(t)<i>,<t>)^C(<t>,<p).

LetA = Th1/2(t)Lh(s)T^2(t).^ovJ

(3.14) (^,$)<Ci>,$),

where .4 is selfadjoint and positive definite. With \p = ,41/2(|> (3.14) becomes

(*,*)<C(i4-ty,*).

Since ii-1 = Ll/2(0rA(i)4/2(0,

(3.15) (^*)< 0(^(0^(5)1^(0*,*).

With <p = rA1/2(i)L1/2(0'f'. (3.15) implies that

(Ty2(t)LY2(s)4>,Tr(t)LY2(s)<l>) « C(<í>,<í>)

or

{l}/2(s)Th(t)LY2(s)<t>,<t>)<C(<l>,<i>).

Now assume (3.13) for k < «. From (3.9)

rr1)(0 = -¿f"
7 = 0

so that

^(n+i)(o = -1 r /  ^(04"+i^(o^o)(o
7=0v     7     '

Li«(*)ri-+1>(/)LV«(i)

7=0 *>    J     I

a{Tr{s)Lrl-1\t)T^2(s)){LY2(s)n'\t)LY2(s)).
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Since the operators in parentheses are bounded (independent of h), (3.13) follows

and the proof of the lemma is completed.

Note that Eq. (3.13) implies that for any t and s g [0, t] and any integer k > 0

(3.16) |(rAW(0*,*)|<C(fc)(rA(5)*,*)    lorall^GS,.

(3.16) is analogous to the assumption (3.2) for L[k)(t) and will be used in several

estimates.

We now use energy methods to bound time derivatives of uh(t) by the derivatives

at t = 0.

Theorem 3.1. /// is a positive integer, then the Jth time derivative u[J) satisfies

(3.17) ThuiJ+2) + «£" + L KW^MJ+2) = o
7=0 \J I

and for J > 0

(T u(J+l)   i/J+l)) +\\u(-J)\\2
\1huh > "h 7 + \\Uh    |

(3.18) / ¿ 2
<C

\7=0 7-1 /

Proo/. (3.17) is the /th time derivative of (3.4). We prove (3.18) by induction on /.

The case J = 0 follows by multiplying (3.4) by wj,1 ) and integrating in the space

variables. This procedure yields

\ |(7><», ufP) - \(7j»«f ), «D + | f Ik/ = 0.

Integrating from 0 to t gives

(2WF>, 4n) + IM2 = (ii«p, «p)(o) + ll"/.(°)H2 + /'(^«P. «PN') *■
•'o

(3.16) and Gronwall's lemma complete the proof for J = 0.

Now, we assume (3.18) for/ < n - 1. Multiplying (3.17) by i4" + 1) (with/ = « in

(3.17)) and integrating in the space variables gives

(^X',+2^<+1))+K',^<+1,)

(3.19)
T

7 = 0

Using the identities

(7>r2), <+i)) = 1 i(TAa+1), <+1)) - t( w+1)> <+1))>

+ E1(")(rA("-y)«r2),«rl)) = o.

2 ¿?v " *     ' *

1 Í.I
2 «ft1

(„(«) u(«+1>) = I -^-|L(«)|I2

and

{Trj)<j+2\ <+1)) = (LY2Trj)L\/2Thi/2ur2\ r^r1*),
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in (3.19) and integrating from 0 to t gives

(3.20)    \{TAn+l\u["^)(t)-\(Thurl\url)W)

+ \\Hn\t)Í -\\\ui"\Q)f

= (l-n)j^Hn+1\ur^(s)ds

- "Í\")(XLY2T¿"-j)LY2Ty2ulj+2\ Ty2«r») ds.

By Lemma 3.1 and (3.16)

\(T^ui'+1>Ma+l))\<C{Tkúir+1\uí"+»)

and

|(4/2r^^4/2rA1/2^7+2))ri/2Mr„+i))|

< 011^/2^ + 2)1 ||rl/2M(n + l,|j

^C{{TAJ+2),uiJ+2))+{Th«ïn+1\ul»+V)).

Using these two inequalities in (3.20) yields

{Thu[^\u\;^)(t)+\\u^(t)(

(3.21) <(rrf+1',<+1))(o)+||"r(o)|f

+ c('{Thu[n+l\ ul"+1)) ds + Cf L(ThuiJ+2\ 4J+2)) ds-
n-2

J0  y = o

By the induction hypothesis

Z{ThuiJ+2}, 4J+2)) < cl'£ ||«A»(0)|f + £ (TAJ\ <J))(0)).
7=0 \7=0 7=1 /

This estimate and Gronwall's lemma in (3.21) show that for any t g [0, t]

(Thu^,4"^)(t)+ik">(oii2 < c("e (TAj\<j)m + ÍHj)m2)-
\7=1 7-0 /

This proves the theorem.

The next theorem is a bound for time derivatives of u(t) - uh(t) in L2. Let

e(t) = u(t) - uh(t) and, for positive integer/, e{J)(t) = u(J)(t) - u[J)(t). Subtract-

ing Th(uh)tl + uh = 0 from Tu„ + u = 0 gives the following error equation.

(3.22) Them + e=(Th-T)uü=-P.

Theorem 3.2. Let J be a positive integer. The solution e of (3.22) satisfies

(3.23) The(J+2) + e(J) + £ KW^V^ = p<y)
7=0 ^ '
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and for t g [0, t] andJ > 0

(rAe(y+V(/+1))(0 + lk(/)(0lf

„Mv <c(i;1(r^W,eu>)(0)+£|eW(0)|a
l-^+l \7 = l 7=0

2       '+1    «'„   ,.„2        U
+   sup      £ ||pü)(,')||   + £   f ||P0)|| do

0«j'<f\;=o 7=1   0

Furthermore, for 2 < s < r,

(3.25)     (v/+v</+1>)(0+lk(/)(0

<cÍEI(r4eW,eW)(0)+¿|eW(0)|a
\7=1 7-0

+h2iVh^+\\u%+Â

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Here e replaces uh in

Theorem 3.1 and p replaces 0 on the right-hand side. (3.23) follows by differentiating

(3.22) / times. With Tjf> = T^P and T^2 = Tlh/2P, where P is the L2 orthogonal

projection onto Sh, the same estimates for rA(7) that were used in the proof of

Theorem 3.1 prove that

(rAe(y+v</+1))(0+lk<y)(0l|2

<(TAe<y+V</+1>)(0)+||e(/)(0)||2

(3-26)        +c f(v(/+v<y+i)u+r E2(v°+2),^+2))ds
l-'o yo  , = 0 /

+ 2r(p(/,,e(/+1|)í¿s.
•'o

Since

(p(J\e<J+V) = jt(p(J\e(J))-(p(J+1\e<J)),

it follows that

f'(p{J), e(J+l)) ds = (p(/), e^)(t) -(p<y), e<y))(0) - /"'(p(y+1), e(7)) ds
A) •'o

and

2j[Vy).«(/+1))*<2|Pi/)(0|a + ||«(/)(0|2

(3.27) +iip^(o)ii2+ik^(o)ii2+riiP(y+i,ir*
7n

/'I■lk(y)ll2dî.
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(3.24) is proved by induction. For / = 0 (3.26) and (3.27) give

(The^,e^)+\\e\\2^(The^,e^)(0)+\\e(0)\\2

+ cf'(Thew,e^)ds+ ('\\e\\2 ds
'0 •'O

ii2        1 ,.    ,   m,2       „    .   ,„2
+

U\„l,\\\2

+ 2\\p(t)f +||p(0)||2 + \\\e(t)\\2+\\e(0)\\2+f'\\p^\\2ds.

Subtracting i||e(OI|  from DOm sides ar>d Gronwall's lemma give (3.24) with/ = 0.

Now we assume (3.24) for / < n - 1 and use (3.27) in (3.26) (with / = n in (3.26)

and (3.27)) to obtain

2
(V<n + 1),e<" + 1))(f)+||e<"»(i)|

<(V" + V<"+1>)(0)+||e<">(u)||2

+ c £ (V°V0))(o) + £V;W
\7=1 7=0

(3-28) /„-, „ u

+ suP    E||p^(5')|| + £ / Hp^II da\\
O^s'^t \j = 0 y=i "'O /I

+ 2||p<")(/)||2 + ||p<«>(0)||2 + \\\e^(t)\\2 + ||e<">(0)||2

+ f \\pin+1f ds + C f'(The^ + l\ e^" + l)) ds +  f'yfds.
70 7n J0

Subtracting l||e(,,)(i)||2 from both sides of (3.28) and using Gronwall's lemma gives

(71e<"+1>,«("+1>)(/)+||«<")(0||2

<c(eV**0V0))(o) + £lk0,(o)||2
17 = 1 7 = 0

+   sup
OsJî'îï;

' t\\p(j)(s')\\2+   £  f \\PU)\\2 do
\7=0 7=1    ° ;

and this is (3.24) with J = n.

To complete the proof of the theorem we show that (3.25) follows from (3.24).

This requires estimating the terms

7 2        J + l

(3.29) £ \\p^(s')\\   +   £   P |pU>(o)|  do.
7 = 0 7-1 'o

When the terms p{j) appearing in (3.29) are estimated using Leibniz's rule and the

triangle inequality, the resulting terms which require the most regularity on u are

(3.30) \\(Th-T)u"^(s')(   and    /'' \\(Th - 7><'+3>(a)||2 do.
■'0

From (3.1)

¡(t; - 7>"+2>(*')|| < œyj+2\s'%_2
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and

r'|(rA - 7><^3>(a)||2 do < Ch2s f ' ||«(7+3>(a)|;_2 do

and from (2.15) it follows that for 0 < s' s$ t < t,

\\u(J+2)(s%-2<C(\\u%+i + l+\\u%+s),

íS)\u^(o)\\l2do^c{\\u%+s+1+\\u%+s)2.

All other terms which are produced by using Leibniz's rule in (3.29) are bounded by

CA2s(||W°||y+J+1 + K||y+J)2 and therefore

This proves (3.25) and completes the proof of the theorem.

Special initial data will be required so that the terms

£1(V0)^0))(o)+ Elk0,(o)||2
7=1 7=0

can be bounded by A2i. The initial data will be chosen so that fully discrete error

estimates can be proved also (see Section 4). The special initial data is the subject of

Section 5 and is motivated by work in Sammon [20] and [21].

4. Single Step Fully Discrete Approximations. In this section discretization of

(3.4) in the time variable is analyzed. (3.4) is a system of ordinary differential

equations and a class of single step methods is applied to these ordinary differential

equations. For the single step methods the interval [0, t] is divided into N equal

subintervals of length k and tn = nk for n = 0,1,...,/V. For any smooth function

y(t) the methods (which are called Obrechkoff methods (see Lambert [16])) are

defined by the formula

(4-1) yn+i -y„ = ^(-^i^+i +Piy„) + k2(-q2y^'+l + p2y'n'),

where ym, y'm, and y%, for m = 0,1,...,iV, approximate y(tm), dy(tm)/dt and

d2y(tm)/dt2, respectively, and/7,, q¡, for i = 1,2, are given constants. The function

si\y\ defined by

(4 2)        ^^ = y(*+ k">~y^ + k^y'^ + k)-Piy'M

+ k2(q2y"(t + k)-p2y"(t))

is associated with (4.1). s/[y] is the truncation error of the single step methods and

will be used to define the order of a given method.

Definition 4.1. A method given by (4.1) is of order v > 0, if sf[tJ] = 0 for

j = 0,\,...,v, andj/[í"+1] ^ 0.

Definition 4.2. The stability region R associated with a method given by (4.1) is

defined as R = [kX; where X is any complex number and k any positive number

such that when the method is applied to y' = Xy with y(x0) =' y0 given and with

constant step size k, the sequence ( yn }^=1 satisfies |y„| < \yr,\}-
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For the methods given by (4.1), 1 < v < 4. We will assume that q2 = p2 = 0 in

(4.1) when v = 1. Also, in this work we will assume that the stability region R

contains the imaginary axis, i.e., the methods are unconditionally stable. The latter

assumption implies that the rational function

r(x) = (l + pxx + p2x2)/{\ + qxx + q2x2)

satisfies \r(¡i)\ < 1 for any purely imaginary number ¡x. This implies that 1 + qxx +

q2x2 has no zeros on the imaginary axis.

Examples of methods satisfying the above assumptions are given in the following

table.

Corresponding Rational

Approximation to Exponential    v      qx    q2       px p2

Backward Euler 1-10        0 0

Crank-Nicolson 2     -\    0 \ 0

Calahan* 3   -2A   A2 1 - 2A A2 - 2A + \

Padé 2     -1    } 0 0

Padé 3     -i    i        i 0'3        6 3

i     X i J-'2        12 2 12Padé 4

*\ = i(l + l/i/3).

The definitions given above for order and stability are used in the theory of

numerical methods for ordinary differential equations (see Lambert [16]). In the case

of linear second order hyperbolic partial differential equations with time-indepen-

dent coefficients, these definitions reduce to the ones used by Baker and Bramble [2],

where the single step methods (4.1) define rational approximations to the exponen-

tial.

The following lemma is an analysis of the truncation error (4.2).

Lemma 4.1. // the single step method (4.1) has order v and y(t) is a function with

v + 1 time derivatives then

^[y]=f;+k{t + kvryy(^(s)ds

(4.3) +qxkfi' + k ('^*_7)rlj,('+1)(j) dS

+^2f;+k^^fy^(s)ds.

Proof. (4.3) follows from (4.2) by expanding the terms which contain t + k in a

Taylor series about / and using the fact that¿rf[tj] = 0 for/ = 0,... ,v. If v = 1, the

last term in (4.3) does not appear.

The two polynomials p(x) = 1 + pxx + p2x2 and q(x) = 1 + qxx + q2x2 are

associated with the single step methods. Note that p(x)/q(x) is the rational

approximation to the exponential which was analyzed for linear parabolic partial

differential equations with time-independent coefficients in Baker, Bramble, and
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Thomée [3] and for second order linear hyperbolic partial differential equations with

time-independent coefficients in Baker and Bramble [2]. We denote the degree of

q(x) and the degree of p(x) by deg q and deg p, respectively.

In this section in addition to properties (i), (ii), and (iii) (see Section 3) of the

approximate solution operator Th, if deg q = 2, we will assume the following inverse

property on Sh:

(w)(Lh<¡>,<¡>y/2^ch-lH\\.

We note that (iv) implies that

(4.4) ||LA<i>|| <CA-2||<f.||,

(4-5) \\L^(s)Th(t)4^CU\\,

and

(4-6) \\Th(t)L^(s)4^C\\<p\\,

for integer / ^ 0, for s, t g [0, t], and for all $ ^ Sh. See Sammon [20] and [21] and

Section 7 for more details on these estimates.

(3.4) can be written as a first order system of ordinary differential equations so

that the single step methods (4.1) can be used to discretize the ordinary differential

equations.

With

u»■((";>,) -*.-(-ï, o

(3.4) becomes

(4.7) (4), = ¿^4,     o^/<t,     i/A(o) =
(0o\

v°\ui I

We now think of yk in (4.1) as approximating Uh(tk) for k = 0,...,/V, and y'k

approximating U/¡l)(tk), etc. (4.1) requires the second time derivative of Uh which is

obtained by differentiating (4.7),

(4.8) (4)r -#huh,     (4)„ = {&Z + *P)uh.

The following notation will be used so that the equation which is derived from

formally substituting (4.8) into (4.1) can be written in a convenient form.

For/ = 0,...,7Y,

Qj = I+ qxkXh(t^ + q2k2^2(tj),       Qj = Qj + q2k2^(tj),

P^I + pxk¡eh(t^+p2k2^2(t^    and   Pj^Pj + p^&Pitj).

For integer i > 0,

XjVm*P{tj)   and   ^-(^Ho).

Note thatoSfA is a linear operator from Sh x Sh to Sh x Sh and

i-<*.>--(; -?)■
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■E1

The fully discrete approximation to (1.1) is defined as {Wn}%=0 c Sh X Sh which

satisfies

(4.9) Qn + iWn + l = PnW\

where W° is given in Sh x Sh. We will show that Qn+X is invertible, if k is small

enough, so that W" for n > 1 is well-defined. We will also derive error estimates for

/   uh (h )   \

\M,Mj'
These error estimates will be used together with the semidiscrete error estimates and

the triangle inequality to estimate ||w(r„) - W"\\, where W" g Sh is the first compo-

nent of W". This entire analysis will be done in a special inner product on Sh x Sh

which will be denoted by

(4.10) ((<M))„ = (*i, íi) +{Th(t„)<¡>2, &)

where

1^2;

can be complex-valued functions and 4>x and ip2 denote the complex conjugate of \px

and \p2, respectively. The corresponding norm is denoted by

(4.11) |||$|||n = ((<&,*))a/2   for« = 0,1,...,7V.

Note that from (3.16) it follows that the norms III • |||m and III • |||„ are equivalent for

any integers m and n between 0 and N.

The following lemma proves that Qn is invertible.

Lemma 4.2. For any nonzero complex number a and for all 0 g Sh X Sh

(4.12) ^111*111-<|||(/ + «^)*|L

and

(4.13) |Re«||||^n$|||n<|||(/ + a^)4»|||„,

where Re a denotes the real part of a. Ifq(x) = 1 + ax, then

(4.14) ^ 111*111. «we,*!,

and

(4.15) \Rca\\\\k¿Cnn^\\\QML

andifq(x) = (1 + axx)(l + a2x), then

(4.17) !ixT!lRe«J II**.*», «lie.*«.,
I«il

and

(4.18) |Rea1||Re«2||||/cX2Î)|||<|||Ôn$|L.
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Proof. (4.14)-(4.17) and (4.18) are applications of (4.12) and (4.13). It suffices to

prove (4.12) and (4.13).

Let {<¡>j}JLx and {Xj}Jlx be the orthonormal eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of

4-  ¿£n = (-L J ) has orthonormal eigenfunctions

±j n
i  é   \

r7

±ifj*ji
(which are a complete set) and eigenvalues ±ivXj, for / = \,...,m. With $ =

'-•j=- m ̂ fj'*
m

(I + ak&„)9=   £  Cj{l + ak(ssßj)id\u\)%,
j = -m

where sgn / is the sign of/. We have

2 m 2 2

(4.19) |||(7 + akXB)<bln =   £   |C,|  |1 + ak(sgn j)ifkU\\
7=-m

and

(«o)   |||(/ + «^)*|f.- £ iw/M' le/'1^*'^^"2.
y—« |WAi7i|2

Let x = Ai/X"| -| sgn /. Since the functions /j(x) = |1 + a/x|2 and f2(x) =

|1 + a/'x|2/x2 satisfy fx(x) > |Re a|2/|a|2 and/2(7c) ^ |Re a|2 for all real x, it follows

from (4.19) and (4.20) that
m m       ¡2

|||(/+a*JS?,)*|||2a>    £   |c/^f
j—m M

and
2 m 2 2 2

\\\(l+ak¿?n)<i>\\\n>    £   |WÄ|7l|  |Ç|  |Rea| .
j—m

These estimates give (4.12) and (4.13) and complete the proof of the lemma.

The next lemma proves that if k is small enough then Q„ is invertible (when q(x)

is quadratic).

Lemma 4.3. If k is sufficiently small and q2 # 0, then for all $ g Sh X 5A,

(4.21) Cx\\\QM\n<\\\QM\n^C2\\\QML
where Cx and C2 are independent of the step lengths h and k.

Proof.

(4-22) |||(ô„-ôJ*IL=||k2^(1>*|,-
It is easy to see that

k^J-J = k[L,}°Tj2

and

¡ftWllln =\\Tn1/2L?TJ2( =\\Ty2L£X/2Tnl/242-
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From this identity and Lemma 3.1,

H(l)w\t < c{t^2, py2, *2) = c(Tj2,t2).

Therefore, k\\\J?™W\\\n < Ck\H\\\„. Substituting $ = 7J, gives /c|||^n(1)í>|||„ <

Œ|||i?n$|||„. From this estimate, (4.22) and Lemma 4.2 (from the stability assump-

tion q(x) has no roots on the imaginary axis) we have

The triangle inequality gives

(1   -  Ck)lQMn<>lQ«nn < (1 +  Ck)\\\Q,M\,r

This estimate gives (4.21) for sufficiently small k and completes the proof.

The fully discrete scheme defined by (4.9) is well-defined since Q„ + 1 and Qn+X are

invertible. We now analyze the error Ill4(*n) ~~ Will« by studying the following

error equation. Define E" = Uh(tn) - W for n = 0,1,...,N. By manipulation of

(4.9) we have

Qn+1En+1 = Pn+1E" +(P„- Pn+1)E"

(4-23) +(P„ -P«)E" +(Qn+i-Qn + i)E"+l

+Qn+Mt„+1)-P„uhM-

The next four lemmas bound terms in (4.23).

Lemma 4.4.

(4-24) lll^+i^lL+i < (1 + C*)|||ôn£l|n.

Proof. Pn + XE" = Q-\xPn + xQn+xE" and, with * = Q,1+XE" = £»__„, Cft,

p((sgn j)i\/X\j\)

q((sgn j)i]/Xu\)

2

(4.25) \\\Q-nl+iP„+l4\« + i=   E   |Cy|
7=-m

where ($/}j"=.m are the eigenfunctions and {(sgn j)i]/X^)jL_m are the eigenvalues

of JS?n+1, which were introduced in the proof of Lemma 4.2. From the stability

assumption, it follows that if Rep. = 0, then \p(fi)/q(n)\ < 1. Hence, the stability

assumption and (4.25) imply that IIIÔ;+ii>,1+W'lll2!+i < IIWIIÜ+i. Substituting ^ =
Q„+xEn gives

(4-26) \\\P»+iEl\Li<lQn+iE"\\Lv
(4.24) follows from (4.26) and the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. For any O g Sh X Sh,

(4.27) |||*|||B+i < (1 + C*)|||4>|||„,

(4.28) |||(i>„ - P„+1)E»\\\n+1 < Ck\\\QnE"\\\n

(4.29) |||(ß„ - ß„+1)£l|„+1 < CÄ|||ß„£"|||n.
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Proof. To prove (4.27) note that since

INI|2 + i = ((*i,*i)+(7;+1*,*2))    and    MÎ-((*i, *i)+(%,fc)),

llallí+i -llallí = ((7;+i-t;)<í»2,<í'2)

= f+1 (LY2n»(s)LY2Ty2<!>2, Ty\) ds.

So by Lemma 3.1,

|||*|||2n+1 <|||*|||2 + <*(%.*) < (l + c*)|||*lll»

and

|||*|||„+1 < (1 + CA:)1/2|||$|||„ < (1 + CV2)|||$|||„.

This proves (4.27). To prove (4.28) and (4.29) we first show that

(4.30) \\\k(&n+i-K)ML+i^Ck\\\Q,Ml

and

(4.31) M**+i - *?)*\l+i < C^QMn-
Note that

K + i-^n= i'"+'^l)(s)ds   and   K\i-^ = j'^[~L\{S)     1< \ds.
J<» J'.<    \    °     -4v)/

Therefore,

(4.32) |||(^„+1 -JSfJ$|L+1 < /'"+1111^(5)^^1^*

and

4U(*)       o
-4X)(5)(4.33)    |(^2+1-^2)$||L + 1</'"+

Since

IK(1)(0^||n+i =|7;Y241>(i)r^2| < cjiftfo

y2^2® ds.

n+l

and

l-L^(s) 0

0 -LP(5) W
n+l

it follows that

and

= |41)(0r^1|| +|rv241)(i)rn^2

<c(||^2 + |r;/ft2|2),

|||A(ifn+1-^)$|||„+1<C/:2|||^|||B+1

fc2(^2+1-^n2)$||n+1<CA:3||^n2$||n+1.
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These two inequalities used together with (4.27) and Lemma 4.2 imply (4.30) and

(4.31). Substitution of $ = E" in (4.30) and (4.31) and the triangle inequality give

(4.28) and (4.29).

Lemma 4.6.

(4-34) \\\(Pn-Pn)E"\\\n+1^Ck\\\QnE"\l

and

(4-35) |(ßn+1 - ß„+1)£" + 1||„+1 < C*||ß„+1£" + 1|„+1.

Proof. The proof is the same as the one given in Lemma 4.3. If p(x) is quadratic,

then

!(*■ - p»)e"\L+i HIlM^^ILi < ck>prprH*uE%

< Ck\\\QnE"\\\n>

where we have used (4.27) and the proof of Lemma 4.3. (4.35) follows from almost

exactly the same argument.

Lemma 4.7. The "truncation error"

(4.36)      lllßn+i4(^+i)->„4('JIL+i<CA:''/'"+1||4<''+1)(5)||n+1d5.

Proof. By definition

ß„+i4('«+i) - KUhM
= 4('„ + i) + qxkU^(tn+x) + q2k2U¡¡2)(tn + x)

-Uh(tn)-PxkUtX)(tn)-p2k2U^(tn).

The inequality (4.36) follows from this equality and Lemma 4.1.

The next theorem uses Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 to estimate the terms

appearing in the error equation (4.23). The fully discrete error estimate is the result.

Theorem 4.1. The error E" = Uh(tn) - W" satisfies the estimate

,2

|n + l

(4.37)

|e„+i£"+1|

< (1 + Ck)\\QnE"t + Ck2-y^ |||D5f+1»(*)|||B+1Äj ,

for n = 0,1,...,N - 1, and

(4.38) lQNE%* C|||ß0£°|||0 + Gfc'   £ |||4O,(0)|||0).
17-0 /

Proof. To prove (4.37) we take the ((-, -))n+i ¡nner product of (4.23) with

Qn + XE"+1 and use Lemmas 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 to estimate the terms appearing

after the equality in (4.23). These terms are estimated as follows:

(1)

((Pn + 1E\Q„ + xE"^))n + 1^\\\Pn + xE'tn + x\\\Qn + xE" + % + x

<i\\\Pn + iE"\\Li + 2-\\\Qn + iE
illl2

ln + 1-
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Using Lemma 4.4, it follows that

(4.39)    i(P„+1E», ß„+1£"+1))„+1 < Ml + C*)|ßn2?1|2n + ^Qn+1E"+1fH+v

(2)

{((Pn-P„+l)E\Qn+1E"+1))n+1^\\\(P„-Pn+1)E%+A\lQn+1E"+%+v

Using (4.28) in Lemma 4.5 gives

(((/>„ - Pn + X)E", ßn+1£n+1))„+i < C/c(||ß„£l|Jß„ + 1£" + 1|||„+1)

(4.40)
<^(IIIô^1I2+II|ô„+i/î"+1||Ui).

(3) From Lemma (4.6)

(4.41) (((/>„ - Pn)E", Qn + xE" + '))n + l < CÄ(|||ßfl£-|||2n +|||ßB + 1£" + 1||i + 1)

and

(4.42) (((ßn+1 - ß„ + 1)£" + 1, ß„+1£"+1))n+1 < Ck\\\Qn+xE"+fn+x.

(4) From Lemma (4.7)

((Q„+i4('„+i) - ~PMtn), Qn+iE"+l))n+x

(4-43) <c(/i^,"+I|||4^1>(5)||U1*)|||ß„+i/i"+1||L+1

< Cfc2'-^'"+1|4(*+1,(5)||Ui*)   + Ck\\\Qn+xE»+%+x.

Using the estimates (4.39)-(4.42) and (4.43), gives

\\\Qn+iE" + 1t+l < Hl + Ck)\\\QnE"\\\2„ + 4||ß„+1£"+1|||2„ + 1

+ C1^|||ß„/i1|2I + C^|||ßn+1£"+1||2 + 1

+c3*2'-1(/'"l|4('+1^)¡U*)2-

Subtracting the terms containing lllß„+1£"+1lll^+i on the right-hand side gives

(\ - c2k)\jQn+1E»+fn+1 <(\+(j+ci)*)i&ä-i;

+ c3^-1(i('"+1|||4^1,(5)|||„+I*)2.

If k is small enough, dividing by (j - C2k) and bounding the constants produces

(4.37).
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To prove (4.38), we start with (4.37). From Theorem 3.1 it follows that

<c £|K^o)|2+£2(rA«A^«^)(o)
17-0 7-1 I
v + 1

<cE|¡4w'
7=0

It follows that

(^"+1|||í/<-1)(í)||U1*)%c/c2£J||4'>(o)¡

So (4.37) becomes

2

o-
7=0

|||ß„+i£"+1|||2 + i < (1 + Ck)lQnE»t + Ck2^ eWwIIo.
7=0

Since 1 + Ck < eCk, the above estimate gives

\\Qn+iE"+lt+x - eGklQnE"t < C*2'+1 £ ||4°)(0)||o-
7=0

Multiplying by e~°»+' yields

^0"+'|||ön + i£" + 1|||2 + i - e-c<M\QnE»\\\2n < C(^e-c'-)(^2^) £|||40)(0)||o.

7 = 0

Summing from n = 0 to TV - 1 gives

e-^lß^li-lllßo^llhC^^H^iO)!2
7 = 0

or

||ßw£l2w < ec'i|ß0£°|||2 + C(ec'v)(¿2*) £1||4^(0)|||2.

7=0

Taking the square root and defining new constants produces (4.38). This completes

the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 imply that

|||*1U < C||ß0£°|||0 + Ck'l £J||40,(0)||o).

Since ||«A(^) - rVxN\\ < \\\EN\\\N, it follows that

(4.44) ||«A(^) - W^|| ̂  C|||ß0£0||0 + Ck'l £ ||40)(0)||o •

(4.44) and Theorem 3.2 (U(t) = ($,])) imply that

\\u(tN) - WXN\\^CÍ\\\U(0) - 4(0)|||0 + A'(||«%+1 +\\u%)

(4.45) '

+ |||ßo(4(o)-^0)||o + ^E||40,(o)|||o)
7 = 0 /
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for 2 < s < r. It remains to be shown that three of the four terms on the right-hand

side of (4.45) can be bounded in an appropriate way so that (4.45) is an optimal

error estimate. Optimal is defined as the type of estimate derived in Baker and

Bramble [2], where the case of time-independent coefficients was considered. Bound-

ing the terms in (4.45) requires special choices for Uh(0) and W° so that (4.45) will

be an optimal estimate. The construction of functions which we will use for Uh(0)

and W° is the subject of the next section.

5. Construction of Initial Data 4(0)- In this section operators on L2 x L2 are

constructed out of =Sf0) and S~U) and operators on Sh X Sh out of &¡¡J) and 9~¿J).

These operators are analogous to operators used for parabolic equations with

time-dependent coefficients by Sammon in [20] and [21]. They will be used to define

special initial data for the semidiscrete problem as in the parabolic case. In Section

6, we will show that with a special choice for W° the fully discrete scheme defined

by (4.9) is not changed by the special initial data for the semidiscrete problem.

Specifically, the fully discrete scheme (4.9) and W° do not depend on the parameter

a which will be introduced below in order to construct the operators mentioned

above.

With U = (¡J), the hyperbolic problem (1.1) can be written as the first order

system

(5.1) ut = seu,     i/(0)
<u°

where S£= (°l'o)- ^ lS an unbounded operator on L2 X L2 with domain Dx--

DL X L2. Also, with Û = e~a'U, it follows that

U, = aea'Û + ea!Ût

and, using (5.1), that

(5.2) Û = (Se- al)Û,       t/(0)=t/(0) =

Differentiation of (5.2) m times gives

(5.3) Û<m+» = Âm+1Û

where Â0 = I, for 0 < / =$ m,

(5.4) ÂJ+X - £ [J)¿U-%,
í=o V'

and Ê'{i~') is the (/ - i) time derivative of &=&— al. Âm+l is an unbounded

operator with domain D(Âm+x) = {Kg L2 x L2 such that Í7e Dx for / =

0,...,m}.

For 0 </ < m + 1 the/th time derivative of #= (¿')x is denoted by^(j\ We

will show that if a is large enough then Âm+X is invertible and that Am+X has

properties which are similar to the properties of (J?)m+1. (Note that if the coeffi-

cients of L are independent of / then Am+X = (£')m+l.)

Theorem 5.1. Let Êx =â,È2= Sè(I - f{l)), and for m > 2
(m-2

i-mj-v- £(7)^""-'>4+12...4
/=o
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(where E¡ l is the inverse of E¡). E¡ is an unbounded operator on L2 X L2 with domain

Dy. The following conditions are satisfied for integers I > 0 and m ^ 1:

(1) 4,... ,Èm: (Hl+2 n Hi) X Hl+l -» Hl+l X H1 exist andaré bounded.

(2) È{\... ,Èml: Hl+1 X H1 -» (H'+2 n #¿) x ///+1 exirt a«¿are 6ow«¿e<7.

(3)im = 4-..4o«JD(im).

The next result is an analogue of Theorem 5.1 for operators on Sh X Sh which

approximate the operators Êf1,... .F^1 and 4"1. Analogous to (5.3), the derivatives

of 4(1) = J^A4 can be written

(5-6) 4("'+1) = im+1,A4

where Â0 h = I, for 0 < / < m,

■Aj+l.h ~  E        \^h     ' -Ajj,

and ^¡¡J ° is the (j - i) time derivative of £&h =- 3?h - a!. For 1 < / < m + 1 the

/th time derivative of J~h = (&hYx is denoted by ̂ A°').

Theorem 5.2. For a sufficiently large the operators Elh = &h, E2h = &h(I - ^,(1))

and, for m > 2,

/ m~2/ \

(5.7) Ém+lJt-*k\I-m¿F-  E (7W"_,)^M-*Ä
\ /=o /

are invertible on Sh X SA; for m > 1 a«c/ 2 < s < r,

(5-8) im,A - ÈmJt ■ ■ • 4,A   o/tS.XS,

and/or F = (£) g /F"2 x /F"2

(5.9) ¡(F;,1 - 4;a)f|||0 < c(«)A*(iAL_2+II/2IU),

where E'1,, are extended to L2 X L2 by the formula E~*h = £¿(J°) (where P is the

L2 orthogonal projection onto Sh).

Remark. The seminorm ||| - |||0 used in (5.9) can be replaced by the seminorm

(\\*lf +(TH(t)*2>*2))V'       f°r
,_J*1I

4*2
G L2 X l?

and for any í g [0, t] since these seminorms are equivalent (see (3.16)). We use

III ■ lllo since the operators Êx,...,Èm and Exh,.. .,Emh will only be used at t = 0 to

construct the special initial data for the semidiscrete problem.

The proofs of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are in Section 8 which appears in the

supplements section of this issue.

6. L2 Error Estimates. In this section we combine the error estimates of Section 3

and Section 4 using a special choice for Uh(0) which is based on the operators

constructed in Section 5. In Sections 2, 3, and 4 the following three equations were

defined and error estimates were derived which did not include estimates for the

initial data.

The hyperbolic equation:

(6.1) Ut=&U,       ?g[0,t],       1/(0) =
u°
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The semidiscrete equation:

(6.2)      (Uh),=J?hUh,       (6[0,t],       (4X0)^^(0)4(0) K

The fully discrete equation:

Qn + lW+1 = PnW",       « = 0,1,...,/V-1,
(6-3) ,   0.

W«=Q¿[P     \l)(l+qxk^(Q) + q2k2(^2(0)+^\0)))ruX

where m is an integer greater than or equal to v + 1 and P is the L2 orthogonal

projection onto Sh.

The functions u¡ defined by

uQ = u°,   «! = «?,   «, = -£ \j~2)LlJ-2-k)(0)uk   for/>2,
t-o\    *    '

were introduced in Section 2 where assumptions on Uj implied existence of time

derivatives of u. These assumptions were that w, g Z>L = H2 n //¿. The three

lemmas in this section contain estimates for the error in the initial data for the

semidiscrete equation and for the fully discrete equation, as well as a bound for the

time derivatives of the solution of the semidiscrete equation. The following lemma

contains the error estimate for the initial data for the semidiscrete equation.

Lemma 6.1. If Uj g Dl for j = 0,... ,m + s - 3 and «m+J_2 g Hl, then for 2 <

s < r and] = 0,..., m - 1,

(6.4) ||t/<7>(0) - 4O)(0)||0 < CA-0KIU+,-, +|K|U_2).

Proof. Since Û = e'a'Usina Ûh = e~a'Uh, 0(0) = U(0), 4(0) = 4(0) and

i/o»(o) - 4»(o) = £ (J.){a)J-'{ûPio) - 4(/)(o)).
/=0 \ ' /

Therefore,

||i/<»(o) - 40)(o)||o < c£ |t><'>(0) - 4<'>(o)||0.
1 = 0

Using (5.3),

t><'>(o) = 4(0)17(0) = Â,(oU-Jt(o)Âm(o)K

and from (5.6) and (6.2)

4«(o) = 4,(0)4(0) = 4.^o)4,/I(o)4(o)K

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 imply that

(6.5)  0M(o) - 4<"(o) = (4(0)4/(0) -4,,(o)4,A(o))4(o)(^

(f,;1! • • • È-1 - Ê,-yh ■ ■ ■ É-]k)(o)Âm(o)K\.
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Since

Ê--1   ...  /r-i — £"-1      ...  p-i

~~   ¿j   E/+i,h'   ' Ei-Xj,(Ei       Eih)Ei+x ■   ■ Em

and

'    o \ "1

4(o) "   = 0<->(o) = £ 7 (-«r-VHo)

-ÊW-rU).
it follows from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 that

m

||t/o)(o) - i/o»(o)|||0 < œ £ (HU +||«/+1|U).
/ = 0

(6.4) follows from this inequality because from (2.15)
m

E (NU+h+ilU2) < c(\\u°\\m+s-i +IKIU-.)-
/=0

The next lemma contains a bound for the time derivatives at t = 0 of the solution of

the semidiscrete equation.

Lemma 6.2. Ifu} g DLforj = 0,... ,m - 1 andum g Hl, then for j = 0,... ,m,

(6-6) \wm\i<c(h°\\m+i+\\u%).
Proof. Since Uh = e°"Ûh,

4O)(0)=Ef^a^W)4<"(0).

Also, from (5.6) and (6.2)

4<"(o) = 4,A(o)4(o) = 4,a(o)4jA(o)4(o)

Using Theorem 5.2

4</>(0) = (4+1i,A---4:,)(0)4(0)("!i).

(8.36) implies that

'u°

4(o) r0l4(/)(o)|||„<c

and (6.6) follows from this estimate.

The following lemma is the error estimate for the initial data for the fully discrete

equation.

Lemma 6.3. // u] g DL for j = 0,...,m + s — 3 and um+s_2 g Hl, then for 2 <

s < r,

(6.7) |ßo(4(0) - W°)|||o < CAí(||u°||m+s-i +||«?|m+I_2).
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Proof. By definition

Q0W°=(P    iyi+qxk¿?(0) + q2k2(¿?2(0)+J?^0)))K

and

ß04(0) = (/ + qxk¿¿>0 + q2k2{<?2 + ^o(1)))4(0).

Hence

ß0(ir0-4(o))

= (P    £)(/ + qxk(n0) - of) + <72*2((^(0) - «/)2 + ^(1>(0)))í ¡¡o

-(/ + 9l*(j2?0 - al) + q2k2((¿¡?0 - al)2 + ^))uh(0)

-(P    l)(-qxkaI + q2k2(-2aX(0) + a2l))^

+ (-qxkaI + q2k2(-2a¿?0 + a2l))Uh(0)

= (o     °p){(^ + c]xka + q2k2a2)l + qxk^(0)

+ q2k2(j?2(Q)+¿?w(0)))
\u> I

-((1 + qxka + q2k2a2)l + qxk¿?0 + q2k2(jt>2 + £>V))Uh(0)

-(o     °)(-292*2a(*(0) - a/))("o) + (-2q2k2a(^ - al))Uh(0)

- (q     p)((l + *i*a + q2k2a2)l+(qxk + 2q2k2a)j¿>(0)

+ q2k2(<?2(0)+^(0)))K

-((1 + qxka + q2k2a2)l+(qxk + 2q2k2a)^ + q2k2(£2 + ¿>^))Uh(0).

Therefore,

ß0(^° - 4(0)) = (1 + <?,*:«+ <72fc2«2)

+ (qxk + 2q2k2a) ( P     p}<?{0)K\ - J¿>0Uh(0)

+q2k2((o  ?)(^2(°)+i'<1,(())("o))-(^2 + 4(1))4(o)

Since 4(0) = 4(0),

ß0(W°-4(0))

= (o     p)[(l + IM + q2k2a2)(Û(0) - Ûh(0))

+ (qxk + 2q2k2a)(Û^(Q) - Û^(0)) +q2k2(Û^(0) - Û^(0))}.

P    0
0     P

luo\

u°
4(o)
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From (6.5) in the proof of Lemma 6.1 it follows that

\¡Q0{W° - 4(0))|||0 < CAi(||u°|U+J-1 +|K|m+s_2).

This completes the proof of the lemma.

The next theorem combines the estimates in Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 with the

semidiscrete error estimates (Theorem 3.2) and the fully discrete error estimate

(Theorem 4.1).

Theorem 6.1. Let m be an integer such that m > v + 1 and t = Nk. If'«, g D, for

i = 0,. ..,m + s - 3 andum+s_2 g //¿, then for 2 < s < r and] = 0,1,..., m — 2,

(6.8) \\\U^(tN) - U¿»(tN)\\\N < CA'Ol^lU,-! +|«,0||m+J_2),

(6.9) |ß,v(4(<v) - W»)\¡N < C(h< + k")(\\u°\\m+s-i + K|m+S_2),

(6.10) \¡Uh(tN) - WN\\\N < C(¥ + fc")(ll«°IU+*-i + K||M+J_2),

and

(611)      H<N)-w?\\+\\Ty2(ut(tN)-w2N)\\

<C(Aí + r)(||«°||m+J-i+|«í)|m+í_2).

Proof. (6.8) follows from (3.25) in Theorem 3.2 (/ = m - 2) and Lemma 6.1. (6.9)

follows from (4.38) in Theorem 4.1 and Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. (6.10) follows from

(6.9) and (4.16) (or (4.14) if q2 = 0) in Lemma 4.2. (6.8), (6.10) and the triangle

inequality imply (6.11). This completes the proof.

(6.11) shows that the error u(tN) - Wx is optimal in F2. W", n = 0,1,... ,7V, is

the first component of the solution W" g Sh x Sh of (6.3).

7. Examples of the Approximate Solution Operator Th for the Dirichlet Problem.

These examples and more references are given in Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and

Wahlbin [6].

(1) The "Standard " Galerkin Method. This is the example mentioned in Section 3.

Here Sh c Hi and is assumed to satisfy the approximation property

inf (\\w - x\\+ h\\w - xlli) < CAÍHI,    for 1 < í < r.
xes„

The operators Th: L? -» Sh are defined by

a(Thf, x) - (/, X)    forxGS,.

(2) Two Methods of Nitsche. The methods use the bilinear form

BM^)-a(^^-^,^yi^,^ + ßh-\^^),

where ( • , • ) denotes the inner product in F2(3S2), d/dv the conormal derivative on

3ñ and ß a positive constant. The functions in Sh are not required to vanish on 3ñ.

If Sh c H1 with the restrictions to 9S2 in F/Z^äß), and if Sh satisfies

inf {||w - x|| + A||w - xlli + hl/2\\w - xlk2oß) + A3/2||w - xllff'oo)} < Chs\\w\\s,
Xe s,,

2 < s ^ r,
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and an " inverse" assumption

4*    ,      < C"-1/2\\x\\h>   forXG5A,
OV    L-(dQ)

then it can be shown that Bh is positive definite on Sh for ß sufficiently large. The

operators Th: L2 -» Sh are defined by

B„(Thf, x) = (/, X)    forx^V

If in addition to the above assumptions,

||xllz.2Oß) < QA1/2llxlli   forX e sh,

where C0 is sufficiently small, then Bh is positive definite on 5, even with ß = 0.

(3)  The Lagrange Multiplier Method of Babuska. Let  {^h) be a family of

subspaces of H1 which satisfies

inf i||w - x||+ h\\w - xlli) < CA'llwll,    for 1 < 5 < r,

and let {&~¿} be a family of subspaces of Hx(aQ,) such that

inf   {A"1/2||m/ - x'lk-1/2Oñ) + h1/2\\w' - x'||//1/2Oß))

s% CA^II^'Uz/'oa)   for j < í < r - |.

Assume also the inverse property

llxVoß) < CA'lx'Ikoo)   forx'G^,'.

With 8 sufficiently small the family {Sh} is defined by

4 = {xe^/,,(x,x') = 0forallx'G^'}.

It can be shown that the bilinear form a(-, •) is positive definite on Sh. Th: L2 -» 5,

is defined by

a(TJ,x) = (f,x)    forX eS,.

These methods satisfy the following three properties:

(i) Th is self adjoint, positive semidefinite on L2, and positive definite on Sh.

(ii) If / is an integer which is greater than or equal to 0, then there exists a

constant C(j) such that

|(r<7) _ ThU))f\\ ̂ C(/)A*||/|U    for 2 < s < r.

(iii) Define F, to be F,"1 on 5,. If/ is a nonnegative integer, then there exists a

constant C(j) which is independent of h such that for j,íg[0,t]

1(^(0«. *)|<C(/)(FA(í )*,*)    for allies,.

The proof of (i) is given in Section 8 of Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and Wahlbin [6].

The proof of property (ii) is in Theorem 5.1 of Sammon [21].

The following lemma contains a proof of (ii) for the " standard" Galerkin method.

Lemma 7.1. For fg F2, let Thfbe defined by the "standard" Galerkin method, i.e.,

Sh G Hl and

(7.1) a(TJ,x) = (f,x)   forallX^Sh.
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Then, for 2 < 5 < r,

(7.2) \\(T^-T^)f\\x^C(j)h^\\fl_2,

and

(7-3) ¡(F0'-F0»)/||<C(/)A1/||J_2.

Proof. The proof is by induction on/. The estimates |||(F - F,)/|||i < Chs~\j

and ||(F- FA)/|| < Chs\\f\\s_2 are well known.  Let e = (F, - T)f and eU) =

(T(j) _ T(J))f. It follows from (7.1) that a(e, x) = 0 for all x G 5,. Therefore,

'" lm\
£    , Um-»(eVKx) = 0   forallXG5,.

7=0vJ '

Since

||e(""||2<Ca(e(m),e""))

= cla(e(m),e(m)-x)

+ £1(7)km_y)(<?0),*('") - x) - tf<m-»(e0V(m))]l

^^Ikmî + cf E1 |k»||î + ||e""' -xi2)
\ 7-0 /

for any x G Sh, it follows by induction and the approximation property that

lk<"ii < c(m)Aj-1||/||J_2.

This is (7.2). To prove (7.3) note that for any <p g F2 and x g S,,

(e(m\ <t>) = (e(m), LT$) = a(e{m), T<¡>)

= î(™Um-J)(e<J\T<t>-x)-  £1(7)(^)^(m"7)^)
7-0v    ; 7-0 v J ;

(m \ m-1

£ ll^li    inf ||F<i>-x||i + C£ ||e<»||||r^||2.

(7.3) follows by induction using (7.2) and the approximation property.

The next lemma applies to any method for which F, is symmetric and which

satisfies (ii) and an inverse property.

Lemma 7.2. // Th is symmetric and satisfies (ii) and the inverse property

(iv) (4$, <¡>y2 *S Ch-'HWfor all </> G 5,,
then for s, t G [0, t] and integers l, m > 0,

(7.4) Wi')T¿mKt)4<C(l,m)M

and

(7.5) \\T^(t)L^(s)4^C(l,m)U\\,

where C(l, m) is independent ofh.
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Proof. It follows from (iv) that \\Lh^\\ < Ch~2U\\ for all i|/ g Sh. Since

4(i)rA<m>(0 = Lh(s)nm\t) - PL(s)T^(t) + PL(s)Pm)(t)

= 4(5)F(FA<m)(0 - T^(t)) + Lh(s)P(T(s) - Th(s))L(s)T^(t)

+ PL(s)T(m)(t),

property (ii) (with s = 2), property (iv) and the triangle inequality imply that

(7.6) \\Lh(s)Ty\t)4 < C\\4    for all ̂ i,

This is (7.4) with / = 0.

Also, since

,lr(,w,w / un          (TP(t)Lk(s)*,4,)          (4>,Lh(s)rr(tH)
\\Ty(t)Lh(s)4 = ^sup-m- «jpa-,

it follows from (7.6) that

(7-7) \\T^(t)Lh(s)4^C\\4    forain g 4.

This is (7.5) with m = 0. The remaining parts of the lemma are proved using (7.6)

and (7.7). For example, since

L^(s)Th(t) = ~(Lh(s)Tr(s))(Lh(s)Th(t))

and

4m)(5)FA(0 = -E(7)(4ffl-y)(í)rA(0)(4(0^)(0)(4(í)rA(0),

it follows by induction on m (using (7.6) and (7.7)) that

(7.8) ||LA*>(i)rA(0<i»h CM    for all* g 5A.

Similarly, the estimate

(7.9) ¡rA(04M)(*)<f>| < Cll+ll    forall<i.G5„

can be proved. Finally, the identities

L^(s)Tr(t) = W(s)Th(t))(Lh(t)Tr(t))

and

TP(t)LF\s) = (n'\t)Lh(s))(Th(s)Lr\s))

used with (7.6), (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9) complete the proof of the lemma.
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